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 Eric Goll  00:00

Philomena right on. Okay, well, we're gonna jump into things here today. So this meeting is
being recorded, you'll see that here. The other thing is you can access the live, live
transcription so if Closed captioning is helpful for you. You can click on where it says live
and read. So it says live on otter.ai live notes if you click that drop down, you should be
able to see view stream on otter.ai live notes if you click that it'll open up another window,
and it'll give you the transcription you might have to move over zoom and get the
transcription, side by side but definitely do that.

 05:39

When do we do it

 Eric Goll  05:40

whenever you'd like. So you can.
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 05:42

I'm going to try it now. So I've got live, and then do after it. What do I do now

 Eric Goll  05:49

click on View view stream on otter.ai live note.

 05:53

Okay. It says

 05:56

Ustream on autolite. Okay, yeah,

 Eric Goll  05:59

and it should open a new window, and then you can kind of move that window to the side
of your screen, and you should see the light, you should see what i'm saying and words, I
will also take that transcription, and I will put it in the Learning Library with this session so
you can read through the transcription, if that's helpful for you. Okay, so

 06:22

sorry, I don't see as a side one. I've got all the messages. Oh, who actually sign up login
and sign up.

 Eric Goll  06:32

No. So, Cynthia maybe I can find a user guide and I'll send it or send it over to for
afterward, if Okay fine,

 06:39

so I'll just close this out.
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 Eric Goll  06:43

Okay, sounds good. Okay, so let's get rolling here you'll notice, I'm using a bit of a new
technology here tonight so bear with me if I bumped into any issues here but it seems to
be working pretty good so far so it's just gonna give me flexibility so I'm not stuck in the
little corner of your screen. I'm gonna put everybody on mute for the time being. And we'll
get rolling. Okay, so what we're going to accomplish today. So, this is a family support
call. So really gonna try and be in conversation with, with the group here rather than, you
know, a masterclass where I'm downloading you with a lot of information and you're
writing down vigorously. So we're going to talk about capability and breaking through
some of those inner barriers we might have in our family around our family member or
loved ones capability person with a disability in our family. Really tonight I'm going to try
and facilitate some learning from each other, not just maybe directional from me. And
hopefully you'll have some new perspectives that you'll be able to

 07:57

apply.

 Eric Goll  08:01

So, it's a it's gonna be a 90 minute session. I got some feedback from from you, from EA
club members that you're interested in having more large group conversations so we're
going to try that. Tonight we're going to experiment with it, we'll see how it goes. You can
tell me if you like it or if you don't like it, and we can adjust moving forward, we'll probably
do one breakout room tonight we'll see how we're doing on timing and and how that big
group conversation goes, I'll make a judgment call if it's going really well then we might
stay there. And if we're seeming like we're running out of gas we might try a breakout
room as well, one really important thing is to remember confidentiality so with family
sharing here tonight, remember that it's their story and we don't have permission to share
other people's stories unless they explicitly provide that to us. So that goes for anybody
that later watches the recording as well because families will have the opportunity to
share in the live recording and remember we are recording this, it is going to be in the
Learning Library available for you to watch, and for other EA club members to watch as
well. Okay, you'll see this little diagram, I have here that's super small, maybe a little bit
bigger, just so you can quickly see it. And so the, you'll see this little picture here basically
why I have this here as when we're participating in a live like squeezing myself out of the
fray. Now, while we're participating in a live conversation. It's really helpful if you can raise
your hand.
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 09:41

Bob with everybody that's on this call,

 Eric Goll  09:45

and then click raise hand. So, and that way I'll know who's interested in sharing and it'll
help me to facilitate the session. So if we can try our best to do that, that would be great.
And in general, we're going to be on mute in the main room and use the chat as much as
possible chats great for sharing. And if we can use raising our hand, that'll help me to
facilitate that larger group conversation. Okay, so that is the housekeeping. I wanted to
remind us of the capability challenge so Danny has been doing a great job of reminding
us of this capability challenge in EA Connect. So those three steps right so in the master
class last week we talked about you know that five year capability vision with your family
member. So step one is to get your family members ideas if you haven't done that yet to
have a conversation get their feedback. Step two is together. Pick one new Win Win
opportunity where your family member would have the opportunity to expect an
experience and making sure that they have the rights that new experience right so the
idea here is that, when we get experiences that helps us to expand our capabilities we
don't know sometimes people are capable of doing they get the opportunity right so
that's what step two is all about. Step three is so once you pick that opportunity to write it
down on a sticky note right but when we write things down it's more likely that they
happen. And then, if you've got your EA blueprints that big poster actually I should have
grabbed the stickers. Because that came up as a question as well. But if you have your
poster and you've got on the wall you can start sticking sticky notes and pictures use that
however, however you want, but you probably got some sticky notes too in the package
that I sent if you've received that package. So use those sticky notes mark up that EA
blueprints, and the sticky notes the reason for those is so that, you know, our vision
changes or action items change. So I want that tool to be flexible for you. So that's the
purpose of that so your capability challenge wanted to remind you that well I mentioned
badges quickly while I'm on that you've received like a sticker sheet with eight badges or
eight stickers on there so that sticker sheet was created from the powering ability
Academy 2.0 course so I know some of you've taken that course you've already got those
stickers you might have stuck them somewhere. But the idea here is that, as we're kind of
getting certain milestones done, we can kind of take off those stickers and put them on a
blueprint or if you want to stick them on your laptop or the back of your phone or
somewhere where you want to remember, yeah I made that achievement or that
milestone, then do that so feel free to use that belief sticker. If you completed the
masterclass with me last week, right, because we that's a big thing that we talked about
it's being that champion and believing in our family member, with a disability. Okay. So
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hopefully this is the most I'm going to be talking tonight. I have, I'm going to try and play
more of a facilitation role here so I would love to do some celebrating here so I'd love to
hear from two people maybe live. So if you can raise your hand. That would be awesome. I
see Karen's got her hand raised. So, Karen, we will go to you first. If you have a when
maybe one other person can raise their hand and then we'll go to you next. And I love
other people to share in the chat as well and I see that I might have cut out a couple of
times, hopefully my internet connection is stable but Karen, go ahead.

 13:15

Okay. I actually have more than one thing I'll just start one unless you don't get any
volunteers. The second thing. And the one I'm going to start with, it was inspired by some
of the conversation we had last time. I'm not revealing anything so I can't remember who
said it but basically the conversation was about, how do I motivate my child to clean the
room, they won't clean the room,

 13:39

wasn't exactly

 13:43

applicable to Brian because we don't have, you know, like we can't we have conversations
about you should clean your room blah blah blah. But what made me think about was well
what is stopping him from doing certain things, and I am a person who likes to have lots
of options and stuff in the house and whatever so I tend to accumulate things like you
know I could, I could prepare for an expedition and just that. But I've been thinking about
decluttering so I started on his room I've been decluttering a lot, and I made sure that I
emptied out two drawers in his side table where he likes like Oprah magazines. Who
knows what. And also we have some books that I write things in for him. And so I cleared
those ones and I put the Oprah magazines in one thing, and his notebooks in another
door, and I didn't tell him to put them away but I noticed that he'd actually put things
away in the drawer, not like he had, he kind of mixed everything together but I thought,
well, that is a really good indication that in some ways if I make things easier. They're
gonna happen. So I thought that was kind of a quite a big win, I haven't finished
decluttering everything but we're gonna do similar things around everything to you know
get stuff out of his way.
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 Eric Goll  14:53

Yeah, awesome. I love that and I think, simplicity, right just that, I think that's maybe a
common like listening to your story Karen I mean, I love the win. And I think what I'm
taking out of it that resonate really resonates with me and maybe it resonates with some
other people as well is, how can we maybe simplify things sometimes we just
overcomplicate, and how like, how can we simplify, and I know in some of the planning
calls and coaching calls that I've been having with other families so far, it's like, that's a
common theme coming up so so I love that thanks Karen, we're gonna go to Charlotte,
Karen, I know you had to win so maybe you can share the second one in the chat but love
your first one, Charlotte, go ahead.

 15:37

Okay,

 15:38

I had talked about getting Jamie to do more around the house. And one of the things that
I'd like him to do is start helping with meals, and I taught him a long time ago, how to
make his own tartar sauce. So that's his job now, and the other night he actually knew
that we were having fish, and he actually just came out and made the tartar sauce I was
totally amazed. And he's experimenting with spices and things like that it was a little, a
little off, but it was tartar sauce nonetheless which was wonderful absolutely wonderful.

 Eric Goll  16:16

Awesome. What Charlotte, what what brought that on. Well, the thing is, forget it that

 16:23

well we've been talking more and more, you know more around the house about, you
know, getting ready to live on your own and thinks that he's going to have to do, and I
think he just took it upon himself to do it, which, you know, basically I didn't even ask,
which surprised the heck out of me. You know,

 Eric Goll  16:42
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so it might just be that conversation that's going on in the background to try this on my
own. Cool.

 16:48

Yeah. So that's his job from now on.

 Eric Goll  16:51

Fantastic. Cool, thanks, thanks for that appreciate that great win. Awesome. So, I'm sure
I'll just put you back on mute here. There you go. You got it. Alright,

 17:04

keep sharing your wins in the in the.

 Eric Goll  17:07

We'd love to read them but I'm sure there's there's more. And feel free to share any
progress that you're making on the, the challenge right the capability challenge as well.
Okay, so, really quickly here. just what is capability right capabilities this theme that we're
talking about in the month of August, 2020, and so what is it, we're talking really about
increasing self reliance and often we'll refer that as families as as independence. And so
helping a person to grow right helping your family member to grow increase their
confidence right like that's a big piece of it, and to maybe do more try more on their own.
And why right well we want to reduce maybe some of that dependency that a person
might have on immediate family, and maybe they would be taking some of that on
themselves right that the self reliance piece and maybe increasing some
interdependencies with other people so it's not just maybe with mom, or maybe with dad
or whoever, or a sibling whoever that might be. And in many cases this is a great way to
reduce support that might need me to be a person I need over the long term right i mean
and this varies person by person, but from my experience. Many people with disabilities
the expectations that are put on them are very low. So when we start to raise those
expectations are often really surprised by what people are capable of and the things that
they can do. Right. And I have a note here, which I didn't have in the master classes is this
requires investment right. It's, I talked about, it's easier just to do things for a person than
to maybe, teach them how to do it, or to spend the time, or to have the patience to, to
help somebody give someone the opportunity to try right especially when we know we
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might be able to do something in a minute and it takes some miles an hour, right I'm just
throwing those numbers out but if it takes them much longer than it might take us to do it
right, it can feel a little bit frustrating so to have the patience and the investment to help
that person, grow and increase your capability right. Okay, so this is the general theme of
what we're talking about. In August, and tonight. So, I have a big question that I want you
to think about, and if you haven't grabbed the workbook. It's in the email that I sent out, I
will also I'll do us all a favor, and I'll put it in the chat, in case you do not have it. Okay, it's
uploading to the chat right now. And so I want you to think about this question, what are
the top one or two things in the way of our family member expanding their capability.
Right, what are the top one or two things in the way of our family member expanding
their capability. In other words, continuing their growth. So, I want you to write down what
comes to mind here. What are the top one or two things in the way of our family member,
expanding their capability, or continuing their growth what are what are those things in
the way or what are those barriers, what are those blockages what's stopping. Maybe your
family member, and so I want you to think about this, and and write, write it down maybe
there's more than two things that you come up with, feel free to write if there's more than
two things write them down. So, put them in the workbook, you can grab that from the
chat if you don't have it yet. Oh, I just realized in the workbook, you can't, and I forgot I
made a mistake. I'll have to go back and fix this, but I forgot to make it editable. So, you
can't edit it in electronic form so you might have to use a journal, or a Google Doc, or
something like that or notepad to write down your thoughts here so my apologies on that
I just remember they forgot to do that. So write those things down and I would love you to
start to share them in the chat, because this is going to be where I want to I want to see if
there's some common themes that we have so once you write them down for yourself. If
you can share them with us in the chat. That would be great. And what we're going to do
is we're going to pull out common themes and have some conversation group discussion
around those common themes. So, again, answer the question for yourself, write it down
in a journal or notebook or if you have you have the workbook printed out. Some people
might be scrambling to print out this workbook right now because I didn't make it
editable. My bad, but once you answer the question for yourself. Share your answers in the
chat. Okay, Karen so break down simplify more things. So the next step is accessible.
Great.

 22:22

Thank you for sharing care.

 Eric Goll  22:28
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So share your answers in the chat. We'll come up with a common themes here, and then
we're going to have a conversation about it. Limited family and social support. Okay.
Thank you Susan, Charlotte being afraid to let him try and maybe fail. Yeah, for sure. I
think these are all common ones. Keep, keep sharing in the chat. So there's there's 17 of us
here so let's try and get 1717 answers in here. And Sarah is on determination to maintain
the status quo learned helplessness and her routine. Okay. Thank you for sharing that
might be Hannah I'm not sure if that's Hannah and Sarah are just Sarah Philomena
inability to self regulate getting upset easily if things do not go the way he wants,
displaying aggression verbally and physically. Okay, thanks for sharing Philomena
Donald's. Her mother blocks motivation. I love it when we you know we throw another
family member, under the bus it's not me. I'm just joking here, but thanks for sharing. Mark
people telling me I can't do things so I'm guessing that's coming, maybe from, Ian. So, you
know, maybe those other people around you saying, oh, you're not, you can't do that. So,
so thanks for sharing that. Union mark. Brenda unfortunately, Victoria has learned
helplessness at times yet. Okay, so what what common themes, keep sharing here, this is
great innovation inability to communicate and other people doing everything for Gabby
Yep, for sure. So that's a big one other people doing things, and ability to communicate
and other one, and a being able to cook a food without being afraid of the heat. Okay. is
that is that your fear, or your, your loved ones fear. I mean, oh in the chat, or both her fear.
Okay. Okay, Ian and Sandy welcome in and said okay so what what themes are you are
you seeing here so I'm seeing. Let's see. Let me know if you're if you're seeing some
themes here I'm just taking a look at kind of the all of the answers here.

 25:16

So maybe.

 Eric Goll  25:21

Let me know what's standing out to you, or you would like to further talk about as a group
tonight. Being afraid to let him try.

 25:37

We have persons

 Eric Goll  25:41
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learned helplessness slash fear. I think came up a few times. There was afraid to try. Okay,
fear, learned helplessness I think that's all grouped in, there was maybe not letting the
person try assumption that they'll fail. Okay. So, I'm seeing a common theme of that
learned helplessness piece slash afraid to try like I think that's part of learned helplessness
the afraid to let try. So, it's probably worthwhile as talking about that. The other pieces
like letting the person try slash doing it for them. Right. So I think those things are related.

 26:39

But in person. Try doing four.

 Eric Goll  26:52

Okay, so those are two things that kind of stick out to me. Cynthia I see you've unmuted
yourself was there something that you want to do.

 27:02

Okay.

 27:03

Yeah, I have never been able to get through on the chat. In, I typed things, what do I do to
get on. I like I there's a file that comes up. One thing that says file and then I have a whole
list of things like Dropbox or something else, some other way of getting it so

 Eric Goll  27:24

you don't need to click, you don't need to click file so you just where it says type message
here you just type your message in and then hit enter, and then it'll,

 27:31

so I've typed a message Did you see any.

 27:37
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I don't have

 27:38

done it before and it doesn't seem to register you

 Eric Goll  27:42

yeah I'm not not sure I'm asking you to do so if you type it in and then hit enter. We'll see if
it comes up for us. Okay. All right, I'm just gonna put you back on you. Learn to help
helplessness. So lack of motivation.

 28:02

As he has used two things. Okay learned helplessness

 Eric Goll  28:12

has the ability to awkward always unable to speak and fear to talk, speak loud to people,
accessibility. Okay, so let's, let's talk about letting the person try and doing it for them.
And let's talk about the person with a disability being afraid to try and maybe that
learned helplessness piece right i think if we have both of those things operating. It's
pretty hard for a person to grow right so it's like you know what the. When we look at the
letting the person try slash doing things for them. That's maybe that's something within
our control or our or our influence if it's not within our control. And then, being the person
with a disability being afraid to try, or that learned helplessness piece or that fear piece.
You know, maybe we have some influence, and we can help a person maybe work
through those things so let's start with what we can control. First, so I would love to hear,
maybe for anyone where this is where this is top of mind. Maybe someone that shared it
was around, you know, what's the what's getting in the way of their family members
growth, letting them try, I'd love to hear from maybe a couple people around this and kind
of where you're at what your thoughts are. And let's have a bit of a conversation around it
so if you can raise your hand. Again, this is going to be a discussion so it would be great if
you could share. Anybody that's willing to share a little bit about, you know, what is
maybe what comes up for you around, letting your family member try why maybe doesn't
it happen. Karen, go ahead and anyone else just raise your hand. We'd love to hear from
a few people on this. So, Karen, feel free to unmute yourself.
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 30:08

I said I don't want to hog the spotlight but if

 Eric Goll  30:10

no so it's all good. You're breaking the ice.

 30:13

Okay so, on the loving it try so. So Brian has cerebral palsy, as well as other things and so
something I've been working on for the last couple months, but I started thinking about
like typically his, his shower experience was that, you know, I said okay you need to have a
shower and I would start the shower and I would tell him to get in the shower and I would
kind of hose him down and do all that kind of stuff. And so I started to break things down
about how to make this easier for him to do. And you know put in a bit, you know, a bar so
that were easier for him to in certain places and I put in a shower temperature limiter
that's that's the most important part of the letting and try thing so it can't get too hot,
because basically you know I never know if he would just all of a sudden turn it and burn
himself. And, and change the way that showerhead works so he could bring it down if he
wants so now I've been really stealing myself too I say okay you get I've sort of standard it.
Tell him to get started so I sort of have to say well you pulled that. But then I walked away.
So the worst thing that can happen is he excellence he makes it really cold, but you know
the best thing that can happen is you can stand in the shower with like a regular guy and
decide how long he wants to be in there and you know I sort of, usually give him a bit of
shampoo but it's like okay shower you know do your hair and he kind of does a really half
assed job but, you know, eventually it will get washed over the course of a week you know
a little bit here a little bit there. So, so what I did was structurally I figured Okay, my, you
know, one of my biggest fears was he was going to hurt himself. And so I structurally
changed it so he couldn't hurt himself in the shower and that made it easier to, you know,
try more and walk away more. They just say, Oh yeah, turn it on and you have a shower.
So I've got more things to do, but that's what I was talking about breaking things down I
think that's a big thing for me is to figure out how to make it easier to get started and then
it's easier for me to walk away. Right on some of the food things like eventually like you
know the other comment and I had on the Bernie himself, like I've been thinking, over
time, I think about like how do I make it possible to cook. Without possibility of, you know,
major accident so I've got some ideas that so it's a separate topic.
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 32:28

Yeah, I think.

 Eric Goll  32:31

I remember, if I'm remembering correctly Karen like one of your superpower maybe your
main superpower is like that investigative. Yeah, right. So, and, and you've got this like
analytical mind of like how do we break this into steps and you know what is the real
barrier here. And how do we remove that barrier so yeah so so I love that I think there's
some, some real nuggets of gold in there for us around. You know, if there's something
where we're feeling that hesitation or that fear of as us for like family members or we're
looking out for the well being and safety of our family member, it's like, Okay, well, what is
that fear. How can we manage it or mitigated or, in the case of the shower like eliminate it
right by you know not allowing the water to get hot enough by putting that regulator on it
or that stopper. Yeah, so that's a that's a great example, I can you might be valuable i
mean i think cooking and food, and using like the stove or, like, is one that comes up for
many people. how are you thinking about that

 33:37

well. So one of the examples already gave us hope Brian can pour his own coffee like I
make it for him. But I was thinking maybe sometime in the future I'd get like a Keurig. So
that's something he could do himself or. I was wondering if there's a microwave that can
only be turned on in one minute increments or something so like, you might, he might like
he's probably not going to his cooking is probably not going to be very elaborate but I
could so then I could do something like I could make him a bacon, egg sandwich, and he
could put it in the microwave and, you know, if he can only push a button that doesn't you
know cause it to explode. That's a way to start getting the experience without the
downside because Brian doesn't really understand number, like you know there's, we need
to work within the things he's confident about. And I also just got a new toaster which is
much easier to work, and which pops the toast up higher because he's always worried he
was gonna burn his fingers like I've been posting he'd like sauce, like he's very conscious of
what's hot. So, so something that lifted up higher I thought okay well that will probably
make him more willing to make his own toast because he's not, you know, worried he's
going to burn himself the toast lifts up higher so I'm sort of thinking in terms of appliances
and pre setups so you know he probably won't be cooking his meal, you know from
scratch ingredients but you may be able to set it up that his cooking would be to take
something which is partially prepared and warm it so he'd kind of have the. I do it myself
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experience, but with some of the steps mitigated. So, some of it is technologies to figure
out, you know, technology and setup.

 Eric Goll  35:15

Yep. Yep, for sure and how can you use those things to your advantage. How can you
simplify right so you got some great. Like, you're kind of principles there that you're that
you're following right and simplifying being key one, my sister uses a Keurig like she loves
coffee. You know, I think she if she could she go to Starbucks twice a day. She'd run into
money real quick. So, so she uses a like. I think it might have enough water in it to make
two cups of coffee so she needs some support to, and she's figured out ways to refill that
water with like a water bottle on the side type thing so she's got extra reserves, but keurigs
working great for Sarah, and the, a lot of microwaves have that like 32nd button, so I don't
know what about one minute button but you might be able to like put a piece of tape
over the other buttons so if there is any and then it's just the 32nd button or the

 36:09

really small microwave on the counter, like, you know like, where it's set up so it's safe to
pull it out.

 Eric Goll  36:18

Yeah. Um, yeah, my, my sister uses a, she got a drawer microwave I don't know if you've
ever seen those. Yeah. But that works quite well for her. Yeah. Yeah. Cool, thanks for
thanks for sharing that, Karen, I love that the other, the other one that came up for has
come up around cooking, that might be helpful for folks that somebody I supported was
using was experimenting with was an air fryer. I'm not sure if folks have used that, but it's,
you know, instead of using an oven, like making, kind of like a healthier way to maybe
make some foods with like less oils and things like that. So, so it was more of safety
reasons or like a smaller, smaller appliance to use for cooking so good some experiment
or something like that too. Okay, awesome, thank you for sharing your thoughts around
that Karen So, um, so the Charlotte, we're gonna we're going to go to you and then what
we're thinking about here is, you know, as family members, how can we think about letting
our family member or loved one with a disability. Try and instead of maybe doing four so.
So, Charlotte Why don't you go ahead.
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 37:32

Okay we've done I was just going to mention to Karen, we have done that with coffee
already with Jamie Our son is a bit of a coffee freak as well. And we have a coffee maker,
and we showed him how to fill the coffee maker to a certain number of cups, and then
found the correct. Using my

 37:55

baking items.

 37:57

Okay.

 37:58

Just a little, a little spoon type thing that shows him. If you fill this up and put it in the top.

 38:08

You know, and then put the top down and turn on the coffee, he makes his own coffee
now. And, I mean, he'll drink that whole six cups through. But, and he warms it up in the
microwave. with the 32nd button. So we've been through that. So that is a good idea. And
and the courage I was thinking of getting occurring until you know he actually caught on I
had to show him a number of times, but now he's able to do it himself.

 38:39

So that's,

 38:40

that is a good idea breaking it down into steps but finding the exact tool that so that
there's no mistake, he doesn't make a mistake, because he uses the same tool or a little
scoop all the time.
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 Eric Goll  38:56

Yeah, again, that kind of simplification rule. Right, exactly.

 39:00

Yeah. Yeah. And that's all I had to say,

 39:03

Okay, I mean what

 39:05

are those steps. Yeah.

 Eric Goll  39:06

Awesome. I'd love to hear from maybe one or two people around. What, you know, when
you find yourself maybe just doing the thing, or doing the things for your family member
or trying to maybe micromanage, the things you know I think it was maybe, Sarah, or
Hannah, maybe mentioned that about her sibling.

 39:38

I'd love to hear

 Eric Goll  39:40

what it is that, you know, might be getting in the way right from from letting the person
try, or maybe why I want to hear maybe, you know, what's that thinking that's gotcha. I'm
just going to do it. Alright, let's go to, I saw Anna trying to raise her hand. So we're going
to Anna and then Susan and then, Donald. So go ahead, Anna.

 40:07

Yeah, okay. In regards to the cooking. Being afraid. Afraid of this though, because I'm
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having this issue because she's enrolled in a very tall program. So, it has she has to cook
chick music the microwave is fine using the coffeemaker is fine. But when there's heat, and
there's open. She backs off. And what I do is I just hand over hand, like, Okay, this is how
and show her that. It's okay. It's okay. You cook, without, without heat, because it's a
cooking lesson, so there's no way you could use a device, other than the stove. So I just
want her to be like comfortable in the heat, because I don't know she could hit the water
and stuff like that but cooking. I mean, it's part of the offer like that being independent in
cooking. Yeah. So, the one that I raised too is the. When she when she sees a lot of it
because she's been with a lot of therapists like speech therapist. I enrolled her she was
small, but until now she's already 21 she sees the person. She stopped talking she has lots
of words she could communicate, she could read everything. Once you see the person

 Eric Goll  41:42

you so Anna, I'm just going to pause you right there. If I could, I'd love to circle back with
you So, um, I want to focus maybe this part of the conversation on as family members,
how are we maybe holding back our family member from trying things or, you know, or
what are the ways that we're supporting our family member, right so kind of like looking at
what are we can in control of or what can we influence, as, as family members with those
mom or dad or a sibling or a friend. And then we're going to switch gears to maybe more
of those fears that are failing our loved one with a disability might have or learned
helplessness thing that was mentioned a couple of times so we're going to switch back in,
we're going to go there in the second half the conversation so and is it okay if I circle back
with you in that second half the conversation.

 42:33

No problem.

 Eric Goll  42:34

Okay, awesome. So let's go ask Susan.

 42:39

So, with my son, it's just him and I, and he he can't. He is a acquired brain injury so he can't
use a stove, because he forgets that it's on. So with working and things we we got, he
loves pizza. So I started to help him to order it. And he when it would come to the door he
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would pay for it, and it would be great because we would order two days worth, so he
could heat it up the second day, because it was gold so worked out great because he'd
have leftovers and he loves pizza so the second day for lunch. He actually learned to heat
it up in the microwave, no issue. Can't have pizza, every day because back to your point,
Eric it costs money if you keep buying piece every couple of days, taught him to make a
sandwich but his first go to is oh can I order a pizza so stepping back to the breakfast.
Have bagels for me like cinnamon bagels toasted with cream cheese doesn't quite put
them together that way I would but let him do it that's okay. But then there was a day
goes oh can I go to Tim's, so we have a Tim Hortons about a kilometer and a half from the
house I go. Let's try this. Well guess what he wants to go every day. And back in April
when it was minus 10 degrees. I'm working from home and I see him walk out of the house
in shorts and a T shirt to walk to Tim's, and he's just adamant about it and in the
wintertime he'll go and he'll walk back and minus 20 degree weather, very proud of himself
with an ice cap in his hand. I had to get him, I actually bought him gloves with the
fingertips removed so he could actually hold the ice cap in a glove walk in a kilometer half
carrying the ice cap all the way home. So it's one of the like it's the challenge is, you try to
help them. And it sort of almost backfired on me because now he's spending $7 and 21
cents every morning. Going to Tim's for a breakfast sandwich and an ice cap, and I've had
to call the manager because they know him and so they do what they can for him, and
they give him the same thing well he doesn't always want the same thing but he doesn't
speak up and advocate to say oh well that's not what I want, they go oh you want a
breakfast sandwich breakfast sausage sandwich and they give it to him, And he takes it
walks home and eat half of it because it's cold when he gets home and the iced coffee
finishes, so it's it's it's it's it I'm finding myself in a catch 22 because that independence for
him to be able to walk a kilometer half pay and come home was amazing.

 44:57

But you can't spend seven bucks every day.

 45:01

And he doesn't know how to advocate or so you know what it's, how do you. You're trying
to help him, Eric and then how do you break that piece where I almost feel like I've shot
myself in the foot by allowing that independent piece.

 45:17

Yeah, I mean,
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 Eric Goll  45:20

I'm just trying to think, ordinary right around this. Many, many people go, and every
morning, buy their breakfast at Tim Hortons and it might be seven bucks or 10 bucks 10
bucks, whatever that is. And that's just a habit that people have. Right, so, so that is
something that a lot of people do. And in a way, is, is ordinary I think maybe where, where
it's, you know, we need to think through is also living within our means. Right, so, is that,
and is that healthy, right. So, like, there's there's other maybe more. Other things to think
about and how how we're making you know how decisions are are being made. Right, so,
is that, I guess, question number one like if I'm spending seven bucks a day, or 750,
whatever it is, on food is that within my budget or, you know, do I have that much money
to spend or am I going to run out of money. And, you know, also from a health perspective
like am I making healthy choices like I know if if it were just, you know, running the
scenario through if it was me. If I ate a breakfast sandwich and drink an ice cap every
single morning from Tim Hortons I would feel terrible for the entire day. That's just me, but
those are kind of some added things but you know I get your point right it's thinking
about, you know, parts of it like The Walking good habit, right, the you know the probably
the social element and people knowing him at Tim Hortons, you know, probably, positive
as well,

 47:29

actually the man, actually the manager, because I've talked to them before to call and let
them know they actually sent an extra breakfast sandwich for me.

 Eric Goll  47:39

So you're building you're building your relationships too. But yeah, anyways, those are
those are some things that come to mind for me Susan I don't know if any of that's helpful
or relevant but those are just questions that come to mind, I just try and think about it, you
know, well, what's kind of normal.

 47:55

Maybe, but it's how do you balance that right. I mean I was so proud of the independence
was great, but he also thinks he has millions of dollars so that they're your point about the
money that that's that's just,
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 Eric Goll  48:06

yeah it's more of an abstract

 48:08

right and unless I limit the amount amount in the bank account that he gets there and
he'll actually walk a kilometer half and he forgot his bank card, he'll actually walk a
kilometer and a half, back, and then walk a kilometer and a half there. Okay, he's six feet
tall 160 pounds, he's in great shape. He works out with a trainer twice a week usually but
it's. I'm struggling with trying out, and it and it almost seems like I'm undermining. And I
don't know how to, how to balance that out it's just, yeah, I was so proud that he walked
on his own and does it but now it's like, it's almost become a problem.

 48:39

Yeah, well I mean, so what is the

 Eric Goll  48:43

like I'm not gonna ask you about his finances and your finances and stuff but like, what is
the, what do you what are you viewing as the problem.

 48:52

The.

 48:54

It's almost like it's become almost like a laziness. It's an out for him, where there's more
food this house he opens the fridge and the fridge is full and he goes, What's there to eat.
There's lots here but now it's become a, it's almost like a laziness habit for him because
now he doesn't have to worry about, about making his food because he can go and pay
for it. And from a financial perspective, could probably sustain it. But it's not a good idea
for him to sustain it for any reason, right. Yeah, so it's it's an it's, whether you know
whether he and I talked about actually not as I'm talking out loud and listening to you
about the problem. Maybe he and I establish a budget and go dude here's how much you
have this week, you want to go to Tim's everyday that's fine, but by Thursday, you're going
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to be able to money. And then what are you going to do, because he goes he goes he
goes for lunch at the shwarma places. Well, It's, it's $10 for shwarma any tips and $3 for his
takeout lunch, very generous of him, not necessary. So, you know, actually, you know what,
thank you because he's talking out loud, baby that's what we need to do we need to say
here's your budget for the week that's all you have in your bank account keep that in
mind, and see if that helps him start to begin to process to understand that and keep
track of it.

 50:10

Right. The.

 Eric Goll  50:13

The other thing that I've heard be helpful in terms of like budgeting or money and I'd love
to hear maybe in the chat from any anyone that has any thoughts around this, but using
effort people use like pre loaded cards, so whether that could be like a Tim card with a set
amount of money on it each week, or just using good old cash.

 50:36

He loses cash, so he can't carry cash and his his debit card. I was reluctant to put tap on it.
Because if he loses it, which we replace it probably every two or three months because he
miss places it. Yeah, that's a problem. Unfortunately, the same what happened with a
card a Tim card.

 Eric Goll  50:55

Okay, just some ideas for you but if anybody else has any ideas on this kind of thread of
the conversation, go ahead and and share in the chat. So thanks for sharing there, Susan
in the, in the conversation, Donald let's, let's go to you so what's on your mind in terms of,
you know, from a family from a dad perspective or a mom perspective letting the person
try or doing things for, for, Ian and Adrian.

 51:24

Well, the biggest problem is as I keep pushing the boys The boys are very capable of doing
so many things for themselves. And the biggest problem and that's is you said earlier I
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threw Linda under the bus. And it's I'm fighting with her we just having this discussion here
a minute ago, where, where do we draw the line like I'm willing to let the boys do whatever
they need to do to, then the way they will do it to get them to learn, but her expectations
are if the towels aren't hung the way she wants them home, then it's not right. If the shirts
aren't hung the way she wants them wrong it's not right. She doesn't let them make their
own lunches. And that's what I've been pushing for lately is when I'm home. And I'm
retiring in 14 weeks and I'll tell you there's going to be a lot of change you know I've been
home a lot over the last couple months I've been working at it, and we've been, it's been
going ahead, but, you know, the two of us are at different odds. And that's been created
the issue for us more, so to speak, in that she expects certain things to be done a certain
way and she can't let go of that. Whereas I'm too easy.

 52:41

And and I don't

 Eric Goll  52:42

care Linda, Linda beside you right now. Is she

 52:46

in pain she has a bunion on her foot which is really killing her and pain she's posted to see
a doctor about it but we haven't. Know your specials, anyway. Yeah, she's sitting here
beside me we've discussed this, this is a major

 53:05

argument between the two of us all the time.

 Eric Goll  53:08

Yeah, I think I was hearing the kind of threads of this conversation that you're bringing up
Donald in the planning calls that I was having with with families so I created a slide
because I figured it was important for us to talk about tonight. This family alignment
piece, right. So, I think. Dom Tell me if, if this is hitting the nail for you but often family
members not being on the same page. And the question is, how do we get on the same
page as family members so that we can all move in the same direction I think when, when
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we're not on the same page, we can maybe sabotage the, like, you know, mom's efforts or
sabotage dad's efforts to help our your son or your daughter to grow, or a sibling could be
sabotaging or, you know, it could be anybody, but how do we get on the same page is the
question that that.

 54:04

That's exactly

 Eric Goll  54:05

right. I'd love to hear from from the group. What, what's worked, what what has helped
maybe you and your partner or you and you know maybe some other siblings sons or
daughters are your family as a whole, what has helped you to get on the same page. I
think that the other thing that comes to mind for me here is like, I don't think there's I think
it's really hard to like be perfect, or like to nail this, but I think that there's degrees of like
moving closer and getting better alignment. Alright so Sarah sharing assigning tasks so
dad teaches Sarah how to do laundry mom teaches her how to cook. Would you be able
to maybe share a little bit about that if you're if you're comfortable. The divide and
conquer technique. I'm not sure if that's Sara, or Hannah, but I'd love it if you could, if
you're open to sharing more about how that's that's working there's probably some stuff
we might be able to learn.

 55:15

Yeah, I can, I can share a little bit.

 Eric Goll  55:18

That

 55:19

melodiya, yes.

 55:22
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Um, so well that was like a random example, Daddy doesn't help her with the laundry, but
we have, like that was just an idea so we between my daughters and I, because we're
home, the most often with Sarah. She's got an assigned task every week for example but
she has to do the dusting. So I coach her through the dusting, and she's very good at
owning those things. And she's learning to do them to my standards, her youngest sister
will help her with cooking her younger sister has a very laissez faire attitude. Let Sarah do
it let Sarah fail let Sarah try she makes a mess, that's okay let's teach her to clean it up
like it's all good. That said, I totally empathize with Linda, I have had to learn the hard
way. Not to micromanage Sarah because when I'm picking in the dusting for example, if
I'm picking if I pick too much or if I asked her to go back and do one portion of the house.
Too many times. She totally shuts down and becomes really discouraged and hates me
and her whole life. So, I've learned to if if folding the towels, is a focus, and that's really
important and she needs to learn to do that, then that's the one thing that I will focus on
for that day. If she needs to learn to dust the bookshelf in the living room in such a way
that everything, all the books get dusted properly, then that's what we'll focus on just for
that day, and she's pretty good about remembering I mean Sarah's fault is that she's
always in a hurry to get on to do what she wants to do and chores and, you know, basic
tasks of living our royal pita for her because they interfere with what she really wants to
do. So she tends to rush through as far as she can. But that's just an example of how in
observing for example my, my youngest daughter's method of working with Sarah. It's
made me aware of how to just kind of back off a little bit because Sarah thrives with that
and the more, the more I pick with her, the more I have these higher expectations of
perfection, the more I learn, the more she becomes helpless. So, the learned helplessness
is just talking about this out loud, it's kind of funny how this works right like you, you can
step back and see how you feed into the learned helplessness, sometimes uh you almost
training them to be that way because you're constantly interfering. I see this for myself
instead of just letting her do the whole task and praising her cuz she did it, you know, like
she actually did it and she did it well and it's not perfect, that's okay, because the goal is
to get her to do it. And I have observed that when she's constantly corrected doing a task.
Then she freezes and she becomes insecure in her ability to do it. And then she constantly
needs verbal reassurance like is this how I do it. and it's almost training her to not have
the confidence to do it on her own. But that's just an example of, of how we've divided and
conquered, and most of that is just like you know what, I'm too exhausted, frankly, like, I
can't, I'm done training her to do every single thing, like so, if we can share tasks in the
household at the moment. And COVID has kind of facilitated this because everybody's
home. Then let's take advantage of that and and it's it's good. It also. So it's good it's been
a learning experience for sure.
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 Eric Goll  59:44

Yeah, that's uh you bring up a really good realization that I think maybe you're having as
you were talking about, like, you know, running that interference and, you know, being
part of the problem causing that learned helplessness.

 1:00:01

Yeah.

 Eric Goll  1:00:02

Stepping back. A question for you and then, and then we'll, we'll go to Karen and I were
going to talk about learned helplessness, as well and I want to circle back to the van is still
with us want to circle back to the conversation around, fear and get back to that as well.
So a question I have for you melody is like you mentioned just sharing hey I'm super low
energy. I'm, I'm done I need some help here. And so, is that something you've been doing
more recently and, you know, I think one of the things that comes to mind for me around
this family alignment pieces is conversation can maybe share a little bit about how that's
gone with your family and yourself.

 1:00:47

Okay, well I've, I have some health challenges. Now that are new and that's really
depleted my energy levels, to the point where I physically can't help Sarah all the time.
And having the other girls home, just because of the covid situation and not being able to
be at school. They've just stepped up to that, that willingness to help and take on certain
tasks with Sarah, which has been, it's kind of been a forced good thing right because I'm
sure like every other mom. We know best. We know our kids best right. We know the best
way to do it, and we'll we'll just do it right, even if we just kind of keep pushing through and
we just keep going. Even when we'd really like to sit down and put our feet up no we just
keep going. So, it's kind of been good to have, to, to, to have been forced to step back,
because I'm, it's hard to step back and have the other girls step in to help Sarah with
whatever task there is to do the family alignment piece is a challenge. Dad and I don't
always agree on plans for her future we've got very different ideas. Yeah, so, but that's
another conversation, there was something else that you asked about the low energy.
Yeah, you know I think running out of energy, it's. You just lack the energy to correct and
it's like okay you know what she slapped to the sandwich together and she's happy with it.
So, tastes good for her. I don't have to eat it. I'll make mine the way I want, and I'm okay
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fine. She made her sandwich it's all good. I'm just gonna let it go. Right.

 Eric Goll  1:02:53

Yeah. Just going back into that, you know, I think what you're talking about the back
quote that I shared in the master class it's not about letting our family member, go it's
about letting them grow, right it's like but we kind of have to let go. Right, so yeah. Yeah.
Awesome. Cool, thanks, thanks Bobby appreciate you sharing. We're gonna go to Karen,
and then I want to make sure we've got time for the learned helplessness conversation
and kind of the family member side of things. So, so, Danny. If we can get Thea in the
Learn helplessness piece we'll, we'll, we'll do that. But, Karen had her hand up for so
maybe I'll go to Karen, and then we'll switch gears here.

 1:03:37

Go ahead, Karen.

 1:03:38

Okay, I should start with, I'm a very terrible hair housekeeper so the not dusting being
done, straight is not a problem I have but the advice I have is that often. You can pick like,
like, it's hard for people lower their standards everywhere at once but maybe if you pick
one thing, especially with transposes that you're most willing to kind of let go and that
works. So, a personal example Brent's got a thing about me not wearing a sweater. I don't
know why, but he wants me to take my sweater off and he wants it hung up. So, I tell him
he has to hang it up now. He doesn't really hate my closet looks like there's a hurricane in
there, you can't quite get it on the hanger or whatever but I figure. I'll go and fix it later
and it's a great opportunity for him to learn to hang up clothes, which eventually he'll be
able to do in itself. So that's just one area where I said okay I'm willing to have things look,
basically like they were thrown into the closet. Because eventually he'll kind of get it and
we'll just kind of let that thing slide, but I think between family members like if you figure
out the. If your spouse is more fussy about a certain thing then you know maybe that's not
like try and pick something that you know you'll be willing to look at slide. I'm willing to let
my wardrobe hanging up in this slide, especially since I'm retired, and my stuff looks
wrinkled anyway, as opposed to when I had business suits and I didn't want to look like it
slept in my clothes.
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 Eric Goll  1:05:11

Nice. Yeah, I think that's, you know, I think thinking about what what's one thing we can
agree on right to your point, Karen and let's just start with maybe one thing. And maybe
build on build on that one thing so so that's great. Okay. Let's see here. All right, Susan, I
appreciate your comment here Right. You know, I'm, I want to, you know, this may be
something that I should have acknowledged not everyone has that family and that family
support. Right. So, you know, it's, you know, in a way, this can be a, we can consider
ourselves may be grateful that we have that support and we're able to, you know, maybe
we're fortunate that we maybe have these challenges where we need to figure out how to,
how to work through these things and how to have these conversations and we're
fortunate that we do have that support maybe of other family members so. So I want to
acknowledge what you're saying there Susan and thank you for, for sharing that. One of
the other things that came up for me around this before we change to learn helplessness
piece is that one thing to help my family was to have someone facilitate that
conversation. So, there was points in time or my family who just wasn't capable of having
that conversation ourselves, and it was helpful to have someone else kind of mediate and
facilitate that conversation, until we weren't all trying to talk over each other and and
dominate the conversation and have, you know, fight for whose opinion, it was going to
win. Okay. So, the Learn helplessness piece right so that was the other main, main fear
here, our main thing, common theme that came up, and I mentioned this, so it might be a
little bit hard to see this picture on my screen, I'll make it bigger for one second. So, you
know, we talked about this in the master class so blue elephant learning, this is as far as I
can go being tied to the steak and, you know, growing up 10 years later, I wish I didn't
have to be stuck to this steak anymore. Right, so this idea of learned helplessness. And I
don't know if I can make this small again. Sorry I just blocked myself so let me switch,
switch gears here. There we go. Okay, I gotta now get back to the right slide. Okay, so I
want us to maybe think about, you know, in your workbook, writing down what might be
that stick for your family member so what might be that learned helplessness piece or
that that fear that's keeping them, maybe stuck. You know and maybe what's our part in
removing that stake and what's the cost if we don't do it. What's the benefit if we do do it.
So I was thinking about having a going into breakout rooms to talk about this but maybe
this is something we can just continue to talk about, as, as a group, everybody seems
people seem willing to share here so so we'll maybe keep going. In this this format, and
you can tell me afterward, if you like it or not. So, I'd love to hear from folks around this
learned helplessness piece if any of these questions or that image sparked something in
your mind, love to hear from you about it if you shared about the learned helplessness
piece, love to hear from you as well. Doesn't look like Anna is with us anymore so we can't
circle back to her but Danny I know you have your, your hand raised. If there's anything
around. Can this idea of learned helplessness that you wanted to talk about happy to go
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to to you or if you wanted to share something earlier, we can talk about that as well while
people are thinking about kind of this learned helplessness piece so Danny if you wanted
to share your, your first step.

 1:09:33

Yeah.

 1:09:39

Whoa. Quiet.

 1:09:44

Aye. Aye. Oh.

 1:09:49

Nick we good

 1:09:55

few things. Okay. Quick.

 1:10:02

Oh. But, um, I

 1:10:06

can I, I guess I'm

 1:10:12

good my mom,
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 1:10:17

my work good.

 1:10:21

Again,

 1:10:23

We, we, no,

 1:10:28

no.

 1:10:30

Kill me.

 1:10:35

Surely, and I

 1:10:39

can good mom.

 1:10:52

If one

 1:10:55

Norling guy or girl. You feel weak, with everything. And a good
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 1:11:07

one wondering what

 1:11:11

we're doing.

 Eric Goll  1:11:16

Yeah, so did you want to do you want to save that for the coaching call next week, Danny.

 1:11:21

Ah.

 1:11:23

Never

 1:11:26

do me earlier. Being now.

 1:11:33

King Kong.

 1:11:35

Saying that, oh, include him. Whoa.

 Eric Goll  1:11:40

Yeah. I think there might be some maybe nuances to that conversation that we could go
into a little bit deeper on the coaching call next week. So that might be a better place for
us to, to discuss it. Okay, there might be some things that you might not want to share in a
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recorded session as well. On that might be a better place for that, that conversation if
that's okay with you.

 1:12:06

Okay. Good.

 Eric Goll  1:12:08

Okay, awesome. Thanks, Danny. Okay, so around this learned helplessness piece. Maybe if
I'd love to maybe hear from one or two people that haven't haven't shared yet what might
be the. What might that steak be for for your family member like where, where might you
be able to identify where some of that learned helplessness might exist maybe where a
person just sits back and lets other people do things for them, or they are unmotivated or
not motivated to do that thing because somebody is always done it. Shannon, go ahead.

 1:13:00

was quick I wasn't quite prepared for you to like, call on me I wasn't there yet I wasn't quite
there yet.

 1:13:06

It's all good. Um,

 1:13:09

so one of the things I've noticed over the years with Gabby is when she was younger, we,
we really struggled when, when I was still married for with that piece right it my ex
husband would do everything for her because it was easier. Right. He wouldn't let her feed
herself because it made too much of a mess, even though we had a dog that was great at
cleaning it up for her off the floor. And then, after him and I separated in 2012, and we had
no support stuff and it was just me and her and the other three kids. She had no choice
but to do a lot of stuff on your own because I had three other children in the house a set of
twins, that are her twin brothers who were younger than her. So she had, you know, would
feed herself she would, there was some things that she could do independently yes it
made a mess but hey it was just a mess is nothing that a washcloth and the dog wouldn't
help clean up. And I've noticed that she when her support staff when we got the funding
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to have her support staff come in. Now, she won't even, it's a fight to get her to feed
herself, because there are some support staff that they feed her themselves like they feed
her as opposed to making her you know try and scoop it up on her own spoon and put it in
her mouth. So now when I do it when say we are short support stuff. It's like she just, she
you hand her her spoon and she drops it. So I really see how when she's was had no
choice but to do some of those things. But it's because some people don't want to have to
clean up the mess that she makes right it's, um, I let her unload the dishwasher. Knowing
full well that there's a good possibility that one of my 89 cent IKEA plates is going to get
broken. So we have lots of plates. We have lots of glasses from IKEA because they're
cheap. And if they break they break, we get the vacuum out and yeah it's a pain in the ass
right, but I'd rather her drop a dish and break it on the kitchen floor, then never give her
the opportunity to try. So I find that some of those tasks don't get done. Because people
are afraid that she's gonna break dishes they're afraid she's gonna make a mess there,
you know, those kind of things. So, my barrier is is getting other people to let her make the
mess. Let her break the dishes, you know, if we get five dishes put away and we lose one,
like say we tried to put away six plates we lose one, we still have five plates left. In my
opinion, and then other people will be, you know, they're all freaked out because she
broke a plate on the kitchen floor. And it's I look at it as it's just a plate, I can buy another
one. It's not fine china, it's not royal Doulton, it's, you know, but getting them to
understand that that's only plates, it's not a big deal, you know like, I refuse to let Gaby
drink out of a sippy cup, even though it's easier. And it's cleaner, but I refuse to let her do
that because it's not age appropriate, and yes my kitchen, my carpet has got coffee stains
all over it because she just like every other young adult loves her coffee, just like her
mama. And I always figure if people are coming to judge me on my house they can book
an appointment and availabilities in 2025, if you're coming to visit me or my family by all
means come in just don't look at my floors.

 1:17:11

Uh, so, but I find that

 1:17:15

I can really see that difference when people enable her to be more disabled than what
she is how she loses those skills that she had when she had no choice but to be a little bit
more independent.

 1:17:29
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So,

 1:17:32

just how important it is that we have this learned helplessness and we kind of get out of
that I'm really struggling with it right now. She's woken up she's taken to waking up at
around four o'clock in the morning. So I have a good three hours, three and a half hours
with her before I have to go to work, and it's just her and I before her support staff get
here. And in those three and a half hours, we managed to unload the dishwasher, we
managed to throw laundry in. Um, I was going to share the wind at the beginning, but I
had to take a call. So, in the last week and a half, she started doing this really amazing
thing for me because she can't communicate she doesn't communicate verbally she
doesn't sign she doesn't gesture she doesn't do any of that stuff. But in the mornings after
her little bits of because I've only put like about this much coffee in a cup for her and let
her sip it, and sometimes she spills it sometimes she doesn't. But she likes to listen to music
on my cell phone. So I she disappears on me now in the mornings, but I can follow the
music, and she's turned, she's started to notice that when she has to go to the bathroom.
She'll disappear into her bedroom, she's learning how to turn on a bedroom light. And she
I find her standing in the bathroom, waiting for me to realize that she's disappeared on
me. And usually, if I toilet her then help her toilet. She is successful. So, you know, for me
that's huge that she even knows that she has to turn the light on and that she knows how
to get to the bathroom on her own without being guided there that's a huge
accomplishment for us, based on the way that what people deem her function level to be.
So, I'm finding if, if I don't, if I really try and push people and put them on the spot when
they feed her and say I say why, why are you feeding her. You know, you know, I'll see
some some support staff will try and put drinks in a sippy cup and I'm like, you know, sippy
cups are banned in my house like you can't use a sippy cup. Unless you're drinking like,
you know, a pina colada outside so the bees don't get in it. Um, but it's, it's important to
understand that if we enable them to be more disabled by enable her to be more disabled
than what she is then she will be more disabled than what she is. And I've really seen how
she was and then she wasn't and then she was again and now I've got to bring her back to
baseline what I believe her baseline is which is feeding herself, you know, stuff like that. So,
sorry I didn't mean to ramble My apologies.

 Eric Goll  1:20:22

Well, I think that there's a lot of wisdom, you shared there and check out the chat if you
haven't taken a look at it. There's lots of, you know, positive comments and I think there's
some good learning that you shared with us, there, there, Shannon i mean i think you
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know what sticks in mind for me is like, well, growth is breaking plates. We've got to be
comfortable with broken plates. Right. That's the world that we're that our families are
living in and be comfortable breaking plate with broken plates.

 1:20:54

Yep, yep, and they're on the 89 cents at IKEA and if you buy them white then they match
everything.

 Eric Goll  1:20:59

There you go. Um, what, what comes to mind for me and you know I've seen exactly what
you're what you're describing with Sarah and her supporters. And what I've seen is that

 1:21:20

when.

 Eric Goll  1:21:22

So, she'll typically have three, let's say three supporters helping her in the evening she has
three hours of support. And all it takes is one of those supporters doing something to
throw everything out of rhythm with everybody else. So, for example, like the, the training
that the supporters have had and the messaging that the supporters have had is like let
Sarah take the lead let her try things. Yes, you've got to manage time because there's only
three hours of paid support that we have in the evenings. So you got to kind of figure
those things out but we've had challenges where one supporters just, you know, dine
everything. And then it causes conflict with all the other supporters that are working to
coach my sister and help her to try things. So, so what you're saying, I think, you know, all
it takes is one person to re instill that that learned helplessness. So it's, you know what
you're what you're sharing is, and it's it's a challenge I get that, especially with the number
of supporters that that I know that that you're working on managing is really trying to get
everybody on the same page, because all it takes is one person to throw it out, throw
everything out of alignment and then, and then you're trying to push, push, kind of the
stone back up the hill.

 1:22:51
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Yeah that is really really true and we'd I don't think, um, you know when you work with
multiple support stuff, like we have here on our team, they're consistent, but how quickly
that can change like you know they throw us, you know, one does it, and then she expects
the next to do it. And even when she goes to her dad's he does everything for her. So we
end up, or I end up having to take about four days it takes about four days to kind of get
her to get to start to undo the stuff that was done. So we kind of live with that because
you know she spends time with her dad every other weekend, but it can be exhausting
trying to retrain yourself and her. And it's confusing for her as well sometimes that's what
I'm seeing as she gets older, it's more confusing so. But yeah,

 Eric Goll  1:23:49

yeah, yeah. Thanks for sharing Shannon, I appreciate it. I think everyone in here does. Is
there any other folks that they wanted to want to share I'm just working looking at
managing our remaining 10 minutes here so we probably have time for maybe one more
person to share if if you wanted to. And there's a couple of slides that I want to cover
melodiya Go ahead.

 1:24:13

Sorry, I just wanted to share a funny story just around the learned helplessness. Yeah,
when Sarah first went away to sleepaway camp. There was a long involved process about
what she was capable of and what she needed help with, with the counselors, but the
counselors thought that she was so cute and adorable they did everything for her. And
when she came back home. One day she. It was some small task around putting on her
shoes by herself and she, she has Velcro shoes because she can't she's lacks the fine motor
skills to tie bows. And she was so angry with me that I wouldn't put her shoes on for her,
that she threw a tantrum and told me that she didn't like living at home and she wanted
to go back to camp, because it was way nicer. And for a moment I was like, what is going
on and then, oh Everybody put your shoes on for you so we had a little chat about how
yeah campus really nice but the real world is honey I know you can do the shoes. So you
got to do the shoes she wasn't really happy with me for a couple of weeks and it was I just
thought I'd share that. Yeah, it happens right

 Eric Goll  1:25:34

yeah and it happens quick. Right.
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 1:25:37

Yes, yes.

 Eric Goll  1:25:38

That kind of default back to, while other people did this for me I'm not gonna do it,

 1:25:43

taking the easy way out, right.

 Eric Goll  1:25:46

Cool. Thanks melodiya. Let's go to Ian and Sandy got maybe if you can try and keep it to
about two minutes because we're coming to the end of our session here there's a couple
things I want to touch on so we'll go to Ian and Sandy, go ahead.

 1:26:02

I'll read them. So, Clint get married I want to get married today for my future goal and he
can't reach that goal his only friend who has a disability excited can't do it shouldn't do it.

 Eric Goll  1:26:14

So if I'm if I'm understanding, you had a friend that said to you shared that you one of
your goals is to get married and one of your friends said you shouldn't do that,

 1:26:25

that, yes.

 1:26:28

Okay, so,
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 1:26:31

because you have a disability,

 1:26:32

someone has this ability, she has the ability to.

 Eric Goll  1:26:36

She has a disability to. Okay. And what do you think about that.

 1:26:41

I can do it if I.

 Eric Goll  1:26:45

Yeah, I agree. There's many people with with disabilities that get married. Right. And
again, it's about that, just thinking ordinary like why, why not right. Yeah, so, you know, I
think something that you want. And something that you you're desiring, and I'm, you
know, I know you got your mom sitting there beside it beside you. But, you know, I bet
other people in here, believe that you know if it's something that you want in and then
that's something that you can do.

 1:27:22

Now what do you say to your friend. What did you say how did you handle it.

 1:27:27

I don't know how I don't remember what I said. But does know our guy and how our friend.
So go for it and do it.

 1:27:37

Right on. I thought I thought
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 1:27:39

other people were telling you that to

 1:27:41

run and say go for. Okay, good. Excellent.

 Eric Goll  1:27:47

Here's your mom. Does your mom support you. Yeah. And what about your dad, see
support you with that.

 1:27:58

But he's not here tonight.

 Eric Goll  1:28:00

Yeah, he's not here tonight. Well, it sounds like you got a good group of people that
support you that if you did something if Getting married is something you want to do, then
That's your right to do.

 1:28:12

That's right. You know, what did what did I tell you that what did I suggest that you work
on to start working towards that goal.

 1:28:22

What do you think, number two they tell you.

 1:28:26

No, but being a good boyfriend. Yeah, being a good friend and a good boyfriend first,
because that's how you get practice toward being a good husband.
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 1:28:37

Yeah, right. You have to start

 1:28:41

thinking about how other people feel

 1:28:43

right. Yeah, yeah,

 Eric Goll  1:28:46

yeah, thanks for thanks for sharing and I know it's something that it's important to you
and I definitely support you with that and I think there's probably everybody else in here
on this chat supports you as well. So take a look at the chat there Ian there's there's some
positive words in there for you.

 1:29:04

Good.

 Eric Goll  1:29:05

Awesome, thanks for sharing you.

 1:29:08

Thank you. Thank you.

 Eric Goll  1:29:11

Okay, so I just want to wrap this up here with a couple of things. So, this is a slide that I
thought might be helpful just to kind of cue us in terms of what what could help us maybe
with some next steps right so around capability and tools for that. So, starting with those
win wins, right, and involving our family member to create solutions maybe not just telling
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them what to do but asking, Hey, you know, this is, this is a challenge for me this, this
thing, you know, leaving your clothes everywhere that is a really big problem for me. What
can we do to solve that right so having more of that conversation and maybe go pick up
your clothes, right, and having clear expectations right or having and having high
expectations people with disabilities so often have low expectations, maintaining our
awareness right it's so easy to fall back into the doing things for person for a person and
once we do that that learned helplessness automatically takes over in default so having
other people that can help us be maintain that awareness affirmation and appreciation.
Right. So when somebody does something, it doesn't have to be perfect, but when there's
a little bit of progress made having an affirmation, and appreciation and giving the
opportunity to try right and allowing a person to have the experience right to go through
that whole process doesn't matter if it's done perfectly, you know, to allow a person to fail.
And that's all part of part of learning allows a person to feel this success as well, right,
complex consequences work both ways. Allow them, Shannon allow them to break the
plates, right, broken plates are part of the process. We're Oh we got to be okay with
broken plates. So that might be the, the phrase coming out of this family support call.
Okay, so again it isn't about letting your family member grow or go it's about letting them
grow, it isn't about letting our family member go, it's about letting them grow right Connie
Lisle O'Brian. So I'd love to know. Feel free to write this down, I'd love to know in the chat.
What are your big takeaways. What are you taking away from our conversation. Tonight,
and maybe I'd love to hear from a couple of people, real quickly so in maybe 30 seconds
or less, let us know if you can raise your hand that would be awesome. What are you
taking away from tonight's live here. Tonight's family support call, let us know in the chat if
you want to share in the main room, feel free to raise your hand, love to know what your
taken away. What maybe you learned what light bulb went on what are you going to try.

 1:31:53

Let us know.

 Eric Goll  1:32:01

Melody So allow Sarah to make messages do it her way and her pace. Great, Sharon are
sorry, Susan. When they don't have a choice they will do or learn to yep so when we don't
have a choice. We've got to get either try or not do it right there's consequences either
way. Cool. What else love to hear from from some other folks what are you taking away
from from tonight. Charlotte breaking down tasks into simple, easy steps right so that's
simplification. Love it. From Hannah. Stop nitpicking while Sarah is doing a task. Great.
That's a good one right. We hold up. No one likes being micromanage. Cynthia did you
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want to share, go ahead. You feel free to unmute yourself Cynthia if you can love to hear
what you're taking away from tonight,

 1:32:59

I just hugely inspired by Shannon, somehow your movies. Oh, I can't get through this
chapter. Okay.

 1:33:09

I am counting my blessings, and I have to learn to get urge woman to do more things for
herself, because he's usually role capable.

 Eric Goll  1:33:21

Yeah.

 1:33:22

Thanks, Sarah.

 Eric Goll  1:33:25

Awesome. Thanks, Cynthia. I'll, I'll send you. I'll send you. I'll see if I can find a video that
might help you with that with the chat. So I'll send you an email you it's okay to break
stuff Sandy going to IKEA next week. I love it.

 1:33:46

Donna.

 Eric Goll  1:33:49

Doesn't matter how you hang a towel or break a dish. What matters most is the effort
goes a long way. Love it. Susan budget time. Awesome. So, sounds like lots of great
lessons that are being taken away here, excited to see how they are implemented in in
Sandy, divide and conquer do more of that. Great. Okay, so I want to remind you, August
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is late we got this capability challenge going on right so hopefully this kind of pushes you
into that next year you got more ideas. Hopefully some motivation, coming out of this.
And so I encourage you to continue with the capability challenge post an EA club or EA
Connect let us know how it's going. Danny's always trying to start the conversation in
there so join Danny, and the other members in conversation. And next week. We've got
our coaching call. So, Danny has already Danny, I'm gonna put you down all right Danny
You're in for some coaching. Next week, you've been you've not bugged me but you've
told me a few times and it came up again tonight so we deferred that conversation next
week so Danny, we will talk, for sure. Next weekend that coaching call for everyone, love it
if you joined us if whether you want coaching yourself or you just want to be that fly in the
wall, there's lots we can learn from each other and continue to celebrate your wins, ask
questions inside EA Connect. Cool. So that's all I've got for tonight, appreciate everybody
being here for the great engagement in the conversation. And let me know in the chat. Did
you like this style this format where we're having more of an Open Group conversation, or
do you prefer to have more breakouts. Would you rather have. Would you rather have the
breakouts or would you rather have kind of this bigger group facilitated conversation.

 1:35:57

I like both

 Eric Goll  1:35:58

Charlotte I think likes the bigger group, bigger group bigger group, this was great love the
bigger group. Okay, so it sounds like the bigger group is getting some thumbs up here. If
you haven't voted yet put in your phone in the chat whether you want the bigger group, or
the breakout rooms, moving forward. We're flexible I'm flexible Well, we can experiment
we can, we can change it up, we can go back and forth, but it seems like people people
like the bigger group. Cool. Awesome. And how did you like, Did you like the slides
formatted the way that they were more in the corner, so it's not just me in the little corner.
Is that better to do you like, do you like this style of presentation. Madison first one joining
cool, Karen, yes likes the style foam coming like style Okay, awesome sounds like we we
experimented Donald can't read the slide okay well that's a problem. Can, can other
people read this read this slide, would it help if I had the letters bigger, like the text bigger
on the slide slides too small. I can experiment with that can see if I can make it bigger
slides are clear. Okay, so it seems for some people, the the words are too small. So text
bigger okay cool so I'll play around with that. Cool. Slide two small Okay, I will. I take your
feedback, and we're going to iterate on that, we'll make the text bigger. So we'll try that
out but I appreciate you all being here. I'm, this is being recorded the whole thing so I will
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put it into the Learning Library, and yeah, appreciate you all being here looking forward
to connecting next week on the coaching call. And, yeah, keep keep moving forward keep
growing and keep breaking plates, that's that's that's how we'll end up tonight, keep
breaking plates. I'll stick around if you have any questions, and feel free to drop, drop off.
Thanks so much for, for being here tonight, everybody. Thank you. Thank you. Good night.
Thank you for being here. If you have any questions feel free to unmute yourselves CNC
Sandy. Thanks for being here. Okay. Good night, Danny thanks for being here tonight.
always great to have you here.

 1:38:38

Oh,

 1:38:43

regularly him all the heavy.

 Eric Goll  1:38:50

Yeah. Gotcha. I've got you down, Danny.

 1:38:53

Okay, thank you.

 1:38:55

Just be there.

 1:38:57

Thank you.

 Eric Goll  1:38:58

Okay, thank you, Danny. See you later. Okay, awesome. Have a good night everybody.
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